We reinvestigated the rotational spectra of tert-butyl bromide (CH 3 ) 3 C 79 Br and (CH 3 ) 3 C 81 Br, with the high precision of microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy. The rotational and quadrupole coupling constants were improved, the centrifugal distortion and bromine spin-rotation constants were determined.
Introduction
The microwave spectrum of (CH 3 ) 3 CBr was investigated for the first time by Williams and Gordy [1] . Zeil et al. [2] measured the J = 5-4 transition and determined the quadrupole coupling constants. Later Legon et al. [3] analyzed the hyperfine structure of the J = 4-3 transition. Conventional Stark spectroscopy was used.
We reinvestigated the spectra and measured the low J transitions up to J = 5-4 in order to improve rotational and quadrupole coupling constants and to determine centrifugal distortion constants. The higher resolution of waveguide and pulsed molecular beam microwave Fourier transform (MWFT) spectrometers compared with Stark spectrometers enabled us to determine spin-rotation coupling constants of the bromine nucleus.
Experimental
We used commercial tert-butyl bromide (Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim). First we remeasured the J = 4-3 transition with our Ku-band MWFT spectrometer [4] . With improved constants we predicted transitions in lower bands, which were recorded by means of our X-and G-band MWFT spectrometers [5, 6] . The .7 = 5-4 transition was recorded with our K-band molecular beam spectrometer [7] in order to suppress transitions of excited vibrational states. Components of J = 2-l and J = 3-2 transitions were additionally Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H. Dreizler, Abteilung Chemische Physik, Institut für Physikalische Chemie, ChristianAlbrechts-Universität, Ludewig-Meyn-Str. 8, D-2300 Kiel, FRG. measured with our X-band beam spectrometer because of better signal/noise ratio and resolution. The measurements with the waveguide spectrometers were made at temperatures in the range from 220 to 240 K and pressures around 6.5 mTorr (0.9 Pa).
The frequencies were determined by a least-squares fit of the time domain signal [8] .
With the beam spectrometer a stagnation pressure of 1 to 2 atm was used. The injected Ar contained 1 to 3% tert-butyl bromide. Frequencies of the transitions are given in Tables 1 and 2 .
Analysis
All molecular constants were fitted simultaneously with our program SYM2QS.FOR [9] , which is based on the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix including elements off-diagonal in J [10] . Only diagonal bromine spin-rotation coupling elements were included [11] . The results are given and compared with data of Legon et al. [3] in Table 3 .
The rotational constant B and the quadrupole coupling constant eQq could be improved considerably. The difference between the quadrupole coupling constants eQq of this work and [3] results from the lower precision of measurements used in [3] . 
